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"Revised and updated in this second edition, Eight theories of religion considers how ... fundamental questions have engaged the most
important thinkers of the modern era. Accessible, systematic, and succinct, the text examines the classic interpretations of religion advanced
by theorists who have left a major imprint on the intellectual culture of the twentieth century."--p. 4 of cover.
"Religions in Focus" engages with the religious lives of members of some of the most significant religions today. It presents religions as
contemporary ways of life that motivate and inspire people. Because religious people refer to sacred texts, honour the founders of their
religions, learn from elders, or mould their lives according to authoritative teachings, "Religions in Focus" explains the relationship between
tradition and contemporary practice. It offers an introduction to religions that is rooted in the best scholarship of the Study of Religions and
provides a secure foundation for further study.A team of Religious Studies scholars from many countries, all skilled communicators about the
contemporary religions with which they are thoroughly familiar, introduce what it means to live as a religious person today. They insist that
however old or young these religions may be, what is most interesting is the ways in which people express them today. This is not a history of
religions but an insightful introduction to living religions. A guide to further study and a companion website will point to ways of building on
knowledge gained in studying this book, and applying skills developed in studying people's religious lives.
0135031591 / 9780135031599 Living Religions Value Package (includes Anthology of Living Religions) Package consists of: 0132060590 /
9780132060592 Anthology of Living Religions, An 0136141056 / 9780136141051 Living Religions
In The Enchantments of Technology, Lee Worth Bailey erases the conventional distinction between myth and machine in order to explore the
passionate foundations concealed in technological culture and address its complex ethical, moral and social implications. Bailey argues that
technological society does not simply disenchant the world with its reductive methods and mechanical metaphors, then shape machines with
political motives, but is also borne by a deeper, subversive undertow of enchantment. Addressing examples to explore the complexities of
these enchantments, his thought is full of illuminating examinations of seductively engaging technologies ranging from the old camera
obscura to new automobiles, robots, airplanes, and spaceships. This volume builds on the work of numerous scholars, including Jacques
Ellul and Jean Brun on the phenomenological and spiritual aspects of technology, Carl Jung on the archetypal collective unconscious
approach to myth, and Martin Heidegger on Being itself. Bailey creates a dynamic, interdisciplinary, postmodern examination of how our
machines and their environments embody not only reason, but also desires.
This latest book by notable scholar and author Mary Pat Fisher reflects the growing interest in women in religion. Every chapter begins with a
brief history of a religious tradition and women's roles in the development of that religion, giving students historical context. Biographical
feature boxes and interviews are peppered throughout each chapter to provide insight into the personal experiences of key figures and
practitioners. Extracts from holy texts, diaries, and articles, together with shorter quotations woven throughout the text, support and illustrate
the main text discussion and enable critical issues to be raised and considered. This accessible text makes women's religious experiences
and actions come to life in all their richness and variety.
REVEL for "Living Religions" provides a clear and straightforward account of the development, doctrines, and practices of the major faiths
followed today. The emphasis throughout is on the personal consciousness of believers and their own accounts of their religion and its
relevance in contemporary life. Authors Mary Pat Fisher and Robin Rinehart emphasize cultural customs, popular spiritual practices, and
varieties of religious ways, as opposed to distinct monolithic institutionalized religions. REVEL for the Tenth Edition includes new and revised
content that helps students see how religion intersects with contemporary issues, including globalization, economics, and environmental and
societal issues. REVEL is Pearson s newest way of delivering our respected content. Fully digital and highly engaging, REVEL replaces the
textbook and gives students everything they need for the course. Informed by extensive research on how people read, think, and learn,
REVEL is an interactive learning environment that enables students to read, practice, and study in one continuous experience for less than
the cost of a traditional textbook. NOTE: REVEL is a fully digital delivery of Pearson content. This ISBN is for the standalone REVEL access
card. In addition to this access card, you will need a course invite link, provided by your instructor, to register for and use REVEL. "
This survey considers the global religious situation at the approach of the new millennium. It provides an introduction to a variety of new
religious movements, and examines the role of the Interfaith Movement as well as the use of modern technology.

For courses in World Religions Help students understand the role of modern religions in today's changing world Living Religions
provides a clear and straightforward account of the development, doctrines, and practices of the major faiths followed today. The
emphasis throughout is on the personal consciousness of believers and their own accounts of their religion and its relevance in
contemporary life. Authors Mary Pat Fisher and Robin Rinehart emphasize cultural customs, popular spiritual practices, and
varieties of religious ways, as opposed to distinct monolithic institutionalized religions. The Tenth Edition includes new and revised
content that helps students see how religion intersects with contemporary issues, including globalization, economics, and
environmental and societal issues. Note: This is the standalone book, if you want the book/access card order the ISBN below;
013463053X / 9780134630533 Living Religions and NEW MyReligionLab with Pearson eText -- Valupack Access Card Package
Package consists of: 0134168976 / 9780134168975 Living Religions 0205871429 / 9780205871421 NEW MyReligionLab with
Pearson eText -- Valupack Access Card Living Religions, Tenth Edition is also available via REVEL(tm), an interactive learning
environment that enables students to read, practice, and study in one continuous experience.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come
packaged with the bound book. Reflecting modern religions in today’s changing world. Living Religions: A Brief Introduction 3/e
presents a highly readable and stimulating concise survey of the modern religious world though an emphasis on the personal
consciousness of believers and their own accounts of their religion and relevance in contemporary life. Along with a team of
specialist consultants in each faith, and drawing on a wealth of scholarly research and firsthand source material, Mary Pat Fisher
provides a fresh and challenging insight into the historical development and teachings of traditional faiths, indigenous religions,
and new religious movements. She considers how the contemporary beliefs and practices of each of these traditions has evolved,
and explores the changing nature of each religion; particularly the role of women, and the issues and controversies such as
fundamentalism, violence, globalization, and interfaith initiatives. Teaching and Learning Experience Personalize Learning MyReligionLabdelivers proven results in helping students succeed, provides engaging experiences that personalize learning, and
comes from a trusted partner with educational expertise and a deep commitment to helping students and instructors achieve their
goals. Improve Critical Thinking - Outstanding student pedagogy- including lists of key topics, review and discussion questions, a
suggested reading list, Teaching Stories boxes, primary source quotations, a timeline, world map, key terms and more! encourages students to examine their assumptions, discern hidden values, evaluate evidence, assess their conclusions, and
more! Engage Students - Living Religions: A Brief Introductionprovides personal interviews with followers of each faith, Religion in
Practice and Religion in Public Life boxes, and an impressive image program - all which help to bring each major world religion to
life. Support Instructors - Teaching your course just got easier! You can create a Customized Text or use our Instructor’s Manual,
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Electronic “MyTest” Test Bank or PowerPoint Presentation Slides. Plus, Living Religions:A Brief Introduction 3/e is concise
enough that you can opt to use additional handouts, course packs, or supplemental readings. Note: MyReligionLab does no come
automatically packaged with this text. To purchase MyReligionLab, please visit www.MyReligionLab.com or you can purchase a
valuepack of the text + MyReligionLab (VP ISBN-10: 0205242081, VP ISBN-13: 9780205242085)
This anthology provides each of the major world religions with an opportunity to explain itself in its own terms, creating a sensitive
and accurate picture of its teachings and beliefs. It allows readers to gain an “inside” understanding of origins, founders, and
practices—and presents the religions as living faiths. Selected extracts relate religion to such current issues as gender,
environment, and politics. Chapters explore indigenous sacred ways, Hinduism, Jainism, Buddhism, Taoism, Confucianism,
Judaism, Christianity, and more. For individuals desiring to learn more about the major world religions, and their impact around the
world today.
Living Religions presents a highly readable and stimulating survey of the modern religious world though an emphasis on the
personal consciousness of believers and their own accounts of their religion and relevance in contemporary life. "Religion is not a
museum piece. Religion is a vibrant force in the lives of many people around the world, and many religions are presently
experiencing a renaissance." - Mary Pat Fisher, Preface to Living Religions Along with a team of specialist consultants in each
faith, and drawing on a wealth of scholarly research and firsthand source material, Mary Pat Fisher provides a fresh and
challenging insight into the historical development and teachings of traditional faiths, indigenous religions, and new religious
movements. She considers how the contemporary beliefs and practices of each of these traditions have evolved, and explores the
changing nature of each religion; particularly the role of women, and the issues and controversies such as fundamentalism,
violence, globalization, and interfaith initiatives. This Books á la Carte Edition is an unbound, three-hole punched, loose-leaf
version of the textbook and provides students the opportunity to personalize their book by incorporating their own notes and taking
only the portion of the book they need to class — all at a fraction of the bound book price.
This anthology of readings from the major world religions draws together excerpts from key scriptures, later writings, and
contemporary articles to provide a ... sense of each faith. [The] book gives each religion the opportunity to explain itself, its beliefs
and relevance in today's world in its own terms. With the assistance of an international team of highly-respected specialists, the
authors have selected a variety of ... excerpts which provide ... insight into today's living religions and the profound impact these
religions have on the lives of countless people around the world.-Back cover.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Includes all testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events. Cram101 Just the
FACTS101 studyguides gives all of the outlines, highlights, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online comprehensive
practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanies: 9780205956401. This item is printed on demand.
Goose picks the silliest places to make her nest! Clever chant-along text, animated illustrations, and an endearingly bewildered
heroine.
KEY BENEFIT Living Religions is a sympathetic approach to what is living and significant in the world's major religious traditions and in
various new movements that are arising. KEY TOPICS This book provides a clear and straightforward account of the development, doctrines,
and practices of the major faiths followed today. The emphasis throughout is on consciousness of believers and their own accounts of their
religion and its relevance in contemporary life. MARKET For professional theologians and others interested in the development of the major
religions practiced today.
Do you have a real relationship with God, or do you just have a religion? Do you know God, or do you just know about God? In How Big Is
Your God? Paul Coutinho, SJ, challenges us to grow stronger and deeper in our faith and in our relationship with God—a God whose love
knows no bounds. To help us on our way, Coutinho introduces us to people in various world religions—from Hindu friends to Buddhist
teachers to St. Ignatius of Loyola—who have shaped his spiritual life and made possible his deep, personal relationship with God.
This 12 month access code care gives you access to all of MyReligionLab's tools and resources. Want a complete e-book of your textbook,
too? Buy immediate access to MyReligionLab with Pearson eText online with a credit card at www.myreligionlab.com Living Religions: A Brief
Introduction 3/e provides an updated and concise introduction to what is living and significant in the religions of the modern world. This survey
explores the historical development and teachings of traditional faiths, indigenous religions and new religious movements, and considers how
the contemporary beliefs and practices of each of these traditions have evolved.
For use as a core text for introductory and upper-level courses in Western religions and Introduction to World Religions courses. Can also be
used as supplemental reading for individual religion courses. Living Religions Western Traditions is a highly readable and stimulating survey
of the major global religions and new religious movements that originated in the West. The social context, origins, teachers, scriptures, and
historical development of each faith are carefully explored, with emphasis on how practitioners themselves understand their traditions.
Evocative illustrations, first-person interviews of ordinary people and boxes uncovering the spiritual roots of public figures bring this text to life.
"Reflecting modern religions in today's changing world."" ""Living Religions: ""A Brief Introduction" 3/e presents a highly readable and
stimulating concise survey of the modern religious world though an emphasis on the personal consciousness of believers and their own
accounts of their religion and relevance in contemporary life. Along with a team of specialist consultants in each faith, and drawing on a
wealth of scholarly research and firsthand source material, Mary Pat Fisher provides a fresh and challenging insight into the historical
development and teachings of traditional faiths, indigenous religions, and new religious movements. She considers how the contemporary
beliefs and practices of each of these traditions has evolved, and explores the changing nature of each religion; particularly the role of
women, and the issues and controversies such as fundamentalism, violence, globalization, and interfaith initiatives. Teaching and Learning
Experience" ""Personalize Learning "- MyReligionLabdelivers proven results in helping students succeed, provides engaging experiences that
personalize learning, and comes from a trusted partner with educational expertise and a deep commitment to helping students and instructors
achieve their goals." ""Improve Critical Thinking - "Outstanding student pedagogy- including lists of key topics, review and discussion
questions, a suggested reading list, Teaching Stories boxes, primary source quotations, a timeline, world map, key terms and more! encourages students to examine their assumptions, discern hidden values, evaluate evidence, assess their conclusions, and more!"
""Engage Students" - "Living Religions: A Brief Introduction"provides personal interviews with followers of each faith, Religion in Practice and
Religion in Public Life boxes, and an impressive image program - all which help to bring each major world religion to life." ""Support
Instructors - "Teaching your course just got easier! You can create a Customized Text or use our Instructor's Manual, Electronic "MyTest"
Test Bank or PowerPoint Presentation Slides. Plus, "Living Religions: A Brief Introduction" 3/e is concise enough that you can opt to use
additional handouts, course packs, or supplemental readings. Note: MyReligionLab does no come automatically packaged with this text. To
purchase MyReligionLab, please visit www.MyReligionLab.com or you can purchase a valuepack of the text + MyReligionLab (VP ISBN-10:
0205242081, VP ISBN-13: 9780205242085)
Living Religions
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events from the textbook are included.
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Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online
comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys: 9780136141051 .

Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events from the textbook are
included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with
optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys: 9780205635641 .
Following upon Open Mind, Open Heart, which presents a profound formation in Christian prayer, this book demonstrates the
contemplative dimension of Christian worship. Here Father Keating recovers the deeper sense of the liturgical year and shares a
theological and mystical perspective on the major feasts of the annual cycle. The reader is immersed in the wonder of faith in the
mystery of Christ and of the unique nature of God's action and presence in and through the liturgy of our lives.
Religion is not a museum piece but a vibrant force in the lives of many people around the world. Living Religions is a sympathetic
approach to what is living and significant in the world's major religious traditions and in various new movements that are arising.
This book provides a clear and straightforward account of the development, doctrines, and practices of the major faiths followed
today.
A retelling of a familiar story in the voice of Simon of Cyrene, who helped carry the cross for Jesus
REVEL(TM) for Living Religions provides a clear and straightforward account of the development, doctrines, and practices of the
major faiths followed today. The emphasis throughout is on the personal consciousness of believers and their own accounts of
their religion and its relevance in contemporary life. Authors Mary Pat Fisher and Robin Rinehart emphasize cultural customs,
popular spiritual practices, and varieties of religious ways, as opposed to distinct monolithic institutionalized religions. REVEL for
the Tenth Edition includes new and revised content that helps students see how religion intersects with contemporary issues,
including globalization, economics, and environmental and societal issues. REVEL is Pearson's newest way of delivering our
respected content. Fully digital and highly engaging, REVEL replaces the textbook and gives students everything they need for the
course. Informed by extensive research on how people read, think, and learn, REVEL is an interactive learning environment that
enables students to read, practice, and study in one continuous experience -- for less than the cost of a traditional textbook.
NOTE: This Revel Combo Access pack includes a Revel access code plus a loose-leaf print reference (delivered by mail) to
complement your Revel experience. In addition to this access code, you will need a course invite link, provided by your instructor,
to register for and use Revel.
A world Bible for our time from Buddhist, Hindu, Confucian, Taoist, Jewish, Christian, Islamic, and primal religion sources! In this
perfect companion to Huston Smith's bestselling The World's Wisdom, Philip Novak distills the most powerful and elegant
expressions of the wisdom of humankind. Authentic, poetic translations of key texts are coupled with insightful introductions and
"grace notes."
Modern religions in today's changing world Living Religions emphasizes the personal consciousness of believers and their own
accounts of their religion and relevance in the present day. Mary Pat Fisher considers how the contemporary beliefs and practices
of each of these traditions has evolved, and explores the changing nature of each religion. The ninth edition focuses on cultural
customs, popular spiritual practices, mixtures of religions, and varieties of religions ways. Expanded coverage of women, including
women's voices and contributions, is woven into the discussion of each religion. Living Religions provides a sympathetic approach
to the historical teachings of traditional faiths, indigenous religions, and new religious movements. The text follows a clear and
straightforward account of the development, doctrines, and practices of the major faiths followed today. MyReligionLab is an
integral part of the Fisher program. Key learning applications include MyReligionLibrary, Closer Look tours, and a personalized
study plan. A better teaching and learning experience This program will provide a better teaching and learning experience-for you
and your students. Here's how: Personalize Learning - MyReligionLab is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program. It
helps students prepare for class and helps instructors gauge individual and class performance. Improve Critical Thinking - Review
questions throughout the text encourage readers to think critically about religion. Engage Students - Diverse stories and cultural
images bring religion to life. Support Instructors - The most comprehensive set of instructional materials available, instructor
resources reinforce and enliven the study of world religions. This Book a la Carte Edition is an unbound, three-hole punched, looseleaf version of the textbook and provides students the opportunity to personalized their book by incorporating their own notes and
taking the portion of the book they need to class - all at a fraction of the bound book price.
A fascinating journey for anyone who wants to learn more about the search we humans share: the search for an almighty universal presence
in our lives.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several
versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and registrations
are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting from
companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used
book with an access code, the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access
codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously
redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase. -- Modern religions in today's changing world Living Religions emphasizes the
personal consciousness of believers and their own accounts of their religion and relevance in the present day. Mary Pat Fisher considers how
the contemporary beliefs and practices of each of these traditions has evolved, and explores the changing nature of each religion. The ninth
edition focuses on cultural customs, popular spiritual practices, mixtures of religions, and varieties of religions ways. Expanded coverage of
women, including women's voices and contributions, is woven into the discussion of each religion. Living Religions provides a sympathetic
approach to the historical teachings of traditional faiths, indigenous religions, and new religious movements. The text follows a clear and
straightforward account of the development, doctrines, and practices of the major faiths followed today. MyReligionLab is an integral part of
the Fisher program. Key learning applications include MyReligionLibrary, Closer Look tours, and a personalized study plan. A better teaching
and learning experience This program will provide a better teaching and learning experience-for you and your students. Here's how:
Personalize Learning - MyReligionLab is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program. It helps students prepare for class and
helps instructors gauge individual and class performance. Improve Critical Thinking - Review questions throughout the text encourage
readers to think critically about religion. Engage Students - Diverse stories and cultural images bring religion to life. Support Instructors - The
most comprehensive set of instructional materials available, instructor resources reinforce and enliven the study of world religions.
0205956599 / 9780205956593 Living Religions Plus NEW MyReligionLab with Pearson eText --Access Card Package Package consists of:
0205871429 / 9780205871421 NEW MyReligionLab with Pearson eText -- Valupack Access Card 0205956408 / 9780205956401 Living
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Religions
Religions Today provides a sympathetic account of what living religions really are. Fisher traces the historical development and practices of
major religious movements and explores how these evolve into contemporary belief and teaching. She considers major faiths as well as
indigenous religions and new religious movements, focusing on how living religions affect contemporary society. Case studies and interviews
with living people ensure that this concise guide is both readable and stimulating.
Encompassing traditional faiths, indigenous religions, and the new religious movements, this book focuses on the historical development and
teachings of each religion and explores how these religions have evolved into contemporary beliefs and practices.
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